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mega BUNDLE

UNITS IN THIS BUNDLE:
 MAIN IDEA

Four lessons included:
1. Repeating Words = Main Topic
2. Subtopic and Details
3. Paraphrase Sections to Find the Main Idea
4. Add Up Details That Support the Main Idea

 AUTHOR’S PURPOSE

Four lessons included:
1. Problem/Solution
2. The Author’s Reasons and Evidence
3. The Author’s Perspective
4. Why Did the Author Write This?

 ZOOM IN ON KEY DETAILS

Five lessons included:
1. The Power of Wow
2. Reflect on the Facts
3. Can You Remember What You Just Read?
4. Make a Scan Plan
5. Key Details vs. Interesting Details

 TEXT FEATURES
Ten lessons included:
1. Sketch and Reread
2. Helpful Headings
3. Using Bold Words and the Glossary
4. Start the Glossary
5. Using the Captions
6. Match the Pictures to the Text
7. Cover It and Then Study It
8. Understanding Diagrams
9. Learn From Everything on the Page
10. Putting it All Together

mega BUNDLE

UNITS IN THIS BUNDLE:
 FLUENCY

Ten lessons included:
1. Read Aloud Like a Teacher (Non-Fiction)
2. Pay Attention to Punctuation: End of Sentence (Non-Fiction)
3. Pay Attention to Punctuation: Middle of the Sentence (Non-Fiction)
4. Group Your Words Into Chunks (Non-Fiction)
5. Partner Feedback: Non-Fiction
6. Reading Dialogue (Fiction)
7. Match Your Voice to the Character’s Feelings (Fiction)
8. Match Your Voice to the Mood or Tone (Fiction)
9. Follow the Author’s Clues (Fiction)
10. Partner Feedback: Fiction

 SUMMARIZING

Seven lesson included:
1. Connect the Title to the Text
2. Summarize the Important Parts
3. IMPORTANT: What the Character Wants
4. IMPORTANT: The Problem and Solution
5. IMPORTANT: How Characters React to Problems
6. IMPORTANT: The Lesson Learned
7. Somebody, Wanted, But, So, Then

 UNDERSTANDING CHARACTERS
Ten lessons included:
1. Character Expressions
2. Character Feelings
3. Feelings Can Change
4. Guessing a Character’s Thoughts
5. Inferring Character Traits
6. Inner Traits vs. Outer Traits
7. Describe Characters Using Text Evidence
8. Sometimes Characters Repeat Patterns
9. Character Motivation
10. Compare Characters

mega BUNDLE

UNITS IN THIS BUNDLE:
 THEME

Six lessons included:
1. Think About the Big Topic
2. Connect the Topic to the Theme
3. Plot vs. Theme
4. Give the Character Advice
5. Learn From Characters
6. Learn From the Author’s Ending

 VOCABULARY AND CONTEXT CLUES
Six lessons included:
1. Try Another Word
2. Use the Context Clues
3. Match the Mood
4. Use the Word
5. Connector Clues
6. Literal vs. Figurative Language

STEP 1

conferring notes

STEP 2
make a plan
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THIS BUNDLE INCLUDES

COMPLETE,
START-TO-FINISH,
GROUP LESSONS.

To form your strategy groups, decide
WHO will benefit from your next
strategy lesson. Conferring notes are a
great place to start. Conferring pages
are included for every unit.

Writing your lesson plans is simple.
Just use the included planning
page.

STEP 3
introduce the
lesson

(

Psst… this folds up to
make a table-top display
to use during your lesson.

(

Introduce the strategy.
Review prior related strategies.
Teach the strategy.
( Suggested anchor charts are included
for every lesson.)

)
)

Suggested
anchor chart….

STEP 4
warm up

Every lesson includes 1-4 quick
warm-up activities to help you
review prior related strategies and
introduce the new strategy.

STEP 5

Every lesson includes a complete
(high interest) differentiated passage.
The passages all include thoughtful
prompts for you and the students to
discuss, write, think, skim, etc.

practice

The prompts on
the side of each
passage tell you
and your students
EXACTLY what do to.

DIFFERENTIATE
LEVEL ❍

Recommended for high 1st grade or
lower level 2nd/3rd grade students.

Choose between three reading
levels for every passage.

LEVEL ❍ ❍

Recommended for high 1st graders,
students on grade level in 2nd/3rd
grade, and low 4th graders.

LEVEL ❍ ❍ ❍

Recommended for high 2nd/3rd
graders, or 4th/5th graders.

You can find level information, word count, and Lexile scores in the bottom right corner of every passage.

STEP 6
independent
practice

Send your students off with
accountability practice. When you
finish the group lesson, you can expect
your students to use the strategy in
their independent reading with their
independently chosen books.

PRINT AND GO
Everything in here is ready to go.
All you need to do is figure out which students
would benefit the most from each strategy lesson.
If you have skilled reading volunteers or aides in
your classroom, they can easily run these groups
while you are working with other students.

UP CLOSE
The passages included in the
bundle are all differentiated
similarly to these examples.

TIPS

for using this resource

IS THIS DIFFERENT FROM GUIDED READING?
Yes. Strategy groups rely on teaching your students a reading strategy that they can and will use
while independently reading. This type of grouping is not strictly confined to the student’s reading
level. Strategy groupings should be flexible so that we can get far, far away from kids who identify
as a level, such as “I’m in the purple reading group” or “I am supposed to read level M books.”
YOUR STRATEGY GROUPINGS CHANGE BASED ON WHAT EACH STUDENT NEEDS.
Strategy groups rely on you knowing what your individual students need to work on. Do you have a
few students who read like robots? Let’s work on it together in a strategy group. Do you have a
group of students who struggle identifying the main idea of a text? Let’s work on it in a strategy
group. Do you have students who are ready to start describing theme? Let’s work on it in a strategy
group.
YOUR GOAL IS FOR THE LESSONS TO TRANSFER TO INDEPENDENT READING.
The purpose of a strategy group is to teach a comprehension strategy, not check on a student’s
level of comprehension. The strategy group lessons included here are the first part of your lesson.
You must continue the lesson by following up with your students. After the strategy group lesson, is
the student applying the strategy in their independent reading?

HOW DO I USE THIS?
Strategy groups work well in all classroom settings. A best practice that all classroom teachers
should employ is frequently checking in and conferring with students. When you confer with your
students during reading, you see what reading skills and strategies they have mastered and what
strategies they need help with. In my classroom, I teach a group lesson everyday. For two days of
the week, I confer with students after the group lesson. While conferring, I check in with students to
see where they are in their learning. I take notes of the types of instruction each student needs
next. I use this information to form my next strategy groups. Overall, I am flexible. On some weeks, I
spend more time on conferring and some weeks I spend more time on strategy groups.

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Group Lesson
1 to 1 Conferring

Group Lesson
1 to 1 Conferring

Group Lesson
Strategy Groups

Group Lesson
Strategy Groups

Group Lesson
Strategy Groups

One incredible feature of the included reading strategy passages is that the discussion prompts
are all included. Everything is print and go! If you have skilled reading volunteers or aides in your
classroom, they can easily run these groups while you are working with other students.

WHAT LEVEL DO I ASSIGN?
There are three text level options included in this product. Level 1 passages (denoted in the lower
right hand corner of the passage with ❍) are recommended for 1st grade or lower level 2nd/3rd
grade students. Level 2 passages (denoted with❍ ❍) are recommended for high 1st graders,
students on grade level in 2nd/3rd grade, and low 4th graders. Level 3 passages (denoted with
❍ ❍ ❍) are recommended for high 2nd/3rd graders, or 4th/5th graders.

Please head back to my STORE at Teachers Pay Teachers.
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Teaching-And-Tapas

Check out my teaching BLOG for more tips and ideas:
www.TeachingAndTapas.com

If you have any questions, I would be happy to help you.
Just EMAIL at:
TeachingAndTapas@gmail.com

The purchase of this product entitles the purchaser to ONE license per
classroom unless additional licenses were purchased. Sharing,
redistributing, selling, or posting this resource (or any part thereof) is strictly
prohibited without the express permission of the author. Violations are
subject to penalties according to the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.
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